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USING FORWARD MODELING IN CALCULATING
THE SHORTEST DISTANCE BETWEEN THE SHOT

POINT AND THE FIRST GEOPHONE THAT SENSES
THE REFRACTED HEAD WAVES

Due to the importance of seismic waves and their multiple uses, especially in near-surface
studies, the dependence of the data reverse modeling on direct modeling, and the reliance of
the data accuracy on the array of geophones, simple mathematical forward modeling and the
relationship among time, velocity and distance were used to formulate an equations and graphical
relationships. They specify the shortest distance between shot-point and its first nearest
geophone that can sense the critical refracted head waves in the cases of two and three layers.
These relationships show that the largest distance between the source of the waves (shot-
point) and the nearest geophone, which can detect the refracted head waves, should not be
more than (nine times of the first layer’s thickness) in the case of two layers, and it is doubled
twice for each layer that is more than two subsurface layers above the refraction surface. This
distance is steadily reduced with the variance of velocities increases. The total penetrated depth
not only depends on the distance amongst shot point, the first and the last geophones, but also
it depends on the differences of velocities between the layers.
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INTRODUCTION
Long times ago, seismic methods are considered
as an effectual one for inspecting the near
subsurface for a variety of applications, including
groundwater studies, mineral exploration (Hobson
et al., 1970), geotechnical calculations, engineering
problems, archeology, environmental investigations,
hydrogeological researches, seismic hazard
valuations, etc. (Shti Velman 2003).
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Shallow seismic refraction tool offers a reliable
method of surveys in which the penetrated depths
to essential refractors and the velocities analysis
in the refractors are comprehensively demanded
(Alan and Steve, 2011; and Steve and Alan, 2011).
The calculation of the depth is built on Early’s
concept (1931), which is called (time-depth) that
differs from (delay-time) to some extent. The
computation of the single (time-depths) and of
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the modified travel times within the refractor
simply necessitates a few numerical calculation
(Hawkins, 1961). Therefore, the tool is so
appropriate for regular survey techniques in which
combined velocity terms are measured for
overburden multilayers (Vrettos, 1996).

Forward modeling is beneficial in field of
geophysics to investigate the subsurface of the
earth. Not only is it advantageous as a method
for data interpretation in a research milieu, but
also it is used to increase the physical
understanding in an educational scene (Butlera
et al., 2014). Their rule is very important in the
accurateness and the clarity of both measured
and interpreted data. In this way, the accuracy of
the inversion will be highly achieved (Burger,
1996).

The geological models of the earth are utilized
to simulate seismic field experiments in the
forward numerical modeling of shallow seismic
refraction data (Kearey and Brooks, 1984). The
dimension of these geological models can be one;
two, or three, and they involve depth horizons and
accompanying P and S wave velocities (Fagin,
1991).

The method chosen to solve the problem is
not the major controlling factor on the
accurateness of a forward model, but it is the
unsuitable usage of necessary one/two
dimensional models of the geology that highly
affect such accurateness (Susana et al., 2018).
The limiting factor for the dimensional model is
not the dimension of the data, but it is the
complexity of the geology (Derecke, 1981). The
inappropriate use of the correct dimension
models can increase the amplitude error, the
noticeable travel-time, and missing or
misinterpreted arrivals (Andrey et al., 2013).

When seismic velocity rises at an interface
(V2>V1), and the angle of incidence is risen to
reach to more than zero, the transmitted P wave
will ultimately arise to 90°. Refracted waves move
along the upper margin of the lower medium
(Hilterman, 1970; Kelley et al., 1976; Hubral,
1977; and Fagin, 1991). The interaction of these
waves with the interface creates secondary
sources that yield an up going wave-front that is
called a head wave, by Huygen’s principle
(Gabriela, 2017). The ray accompanying with this
head wave comes from the interface at the critical
angle. This occurrence is the base of the
refraction surveying tool (Fowler, 1990).

Determining the actual site where the head
wave reaches the surface, is considered one of
the most mysterious transactions in the
interpretation of shallow seismic refraction data
(Dijksterhuis, 2004). This distance between the
shot-point, as a wave’s source, and the first
geophone, which can detect the head waves,
has not theoretically been taken into
consideration. Moreover, it is very important in
determining the distances between each
geophone and the waves’ source. It also can help
in determining the depth to which the
measurement can penetrate.

In this paper, the important factor of the
shortest distance between the shot-point and the
first geophone that can record the head wave, in
relationship with layers’ thickness and different
velocities, is modeled by forward method to make
correct field array of geophones that give precise
measured data. This will raise the accuracy of
interpretation and will give a new mathematical
principle for the depth extent to which refractive
waves can reach depending on the f ield
acquisition.
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MATHEMATICAL RELATIONS
A signal, which is not unlike a sound pulse, is
spread into the surface of the earth. According to
Snell’s law and Huygen’s principle, the ray
accompanying with head wave comes from the
interface at the critical angle (Figure 1).

Two Layers Case
In the case of the ground that consists of two
layers, the head wave can be recorded when the
time of direct waves is equal to the time of head
wave ( ) as in the Figure 2.

...(E1)

...(1)

by using

...(2)

and

...(3)

then

...(4)

...(5)

...(E2)

from Equations (E1) and (E2)

...(6)

...(7)

...(8)

...(9)

...(E3)

Figure 1: (a) Sell’s Law, (b) Wave Propagation According to Huygens Principle
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Three Layers Case
In the case of the ground that consists of three
layers, the refracted head wave, which comes
from the 2nd interface, can be recorded when its
travel time equals to the time of refracted head
wave that comes from the 1st interface as in the
Figure 3.

...(E4)

In the same vein, from above-mentioned
Equation (E2), we can conclude

...(10)

...(11)

by using

 = ...(12)

and

...(13)

It will be

...(E5)

Then, compensation in Equations (E2) and
(E5), the Equation (E4) can be rewritten as:

...(14)

Figure 2: Behavior of Refracted Waves in the Case Two Layers
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...(15)

...(16)

...(17)

...(18)

...(19)

...(20)

Figure 3: Behavior of Refracted Waves in the Case of Three Layers
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...(21)

...(22)

by setting h1+h2 = z , the equation (22) will be

...(E6)

In case of V3= 2V2, the Equation (E7) can be
written as:

...(E7)

In the same context, The Xdn for (n) numbers
of interfaces can be calculated as follows:

...(E8)

...(E9)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the case of two layers, Equation (E3) can be
rewritten according to the change in the first
layer’s velocity, in ratio to the second layer’s
velocity, as in the Table 1.

In the case of three layers, Equation (E3) can
be rewritten according to the change in the
second layer’s velocity, in ratio to the third layer’s
velocity, as in the Table 2.

Velocity Relation Rewrite of Equation (E3)

V2=3/2v1

V2=2v1

V2=5/2v1

V2=3v1

Table 1: The Changes in Equation (E3)
by Change the First Layer’s Velocity in Ratio

to the Second Layer’s Velocity

5

3== √

Velocity Relation Rewrite of Equation (E3)

V3=3/2v2

V3=2v2

V3=5/2v2

V3=3v2

Table 2: The Changes in Equation (E3)
by Change the Second Layer’s Velocity in

Ratio to the Third Layer’s Velocity

5

3

== √
In comparison between Table 2 and the

previous Table 1, it can be inferred that in the case
of equal velocities above and below the surface
of reflection, regardless of the number of layers,
the control factor of the distance between shot-
point and first geophone, which can actually
record the head waves, is the depth from the
surface, where the waves are originated, to the
surface of the reflection.

Since the crustal rocks have velocities ranging
from 350 to 8500 meters per second, the
relationship between curves can be plotted
between this range of velocities and the distances
between shot-point and the first geophone that
record head waves (Figures 4 and 5).

The two Figures 4 and 5 represent the
relationship between the distance between the
shot-point and the first geophone which can record
the head waves and the different velocity range
of the second layer in case of the thickness of
the first layer is fixed and equal to 1 meter and
also 2 meters. It is clear that in the case of small
differences between the two velocities of the
dividing interface, the required distance between
shot-point and the first geophone that should
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Figure 4: The Relationship Between
the Distance Between the Shot-Point

and the First Geophone, Which Can Record
the Head Waves, and the Different Velocity

Range of the Second Layer in Case
of the Thickness of the First Layer is Fixed

and Equal to 1 Meter

Figure 5: The Relationship Between
the Distance Between the Shot-Point

and the First Geophone, Which Can Record
the Head Waves and the Different Velocity

Range of the Second Layer in Case
of the Thickness of the First Layer, is Fixed

and Equal to 2 Meter

Figure 6: Main Relation Between (Velocities of First and Second Layers V2/V1),
and (First Layer’s Thickness and Shortest Distance Between Shot-Point and First Geophone

Which Can Record Head Waves Xdn/h1)
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record the arrival head waves is greater than in
the case of large differences between the two
velocities. This distance is constantly increasing
when the difference is fixed by increasing the
value of the two velocities. It is also deceptive
that the higher the thickness of the first layer by
one meter, the greater the distance by the
distance equivalent to the meter in the first shape
and in accordance with the velocity difference.

This relationship in Figure 6 shows that the
largest distance between the source of the waves
(shot-point) and the nearest geophone that can
record the refracted head waves should not be
more than nine times of the first layer’s thickness.
This occurs when the wave’s velocity of the
second layer is very close to the wave’s velocity
of the first layer. If the wave’s velocity of the
second layer is three times of the first layer’s
velocities, the required distance will be less than
three times of the first layer’s thickness. The

relationship also indicates that the total
penetrated depth not only depends on the length
of the distance between the first and the last
geophones but also it depends on the differences
of velocities in the layers. In general the xd in this
case can be determined by equation:

Xd = {-0.0509 (V2/v1) + 3.0221}.h1 ...(E10)

Such relationship in Figure 7 shows that the
largest distance between the source of the waves
(shot-point) and the nearest geophone, which can
sense the refracted head waves, should not be
more than 18 times of the layers’ thickness above
the refraction surface. This occurs when the wave
velocity’s value in the third layer is very close to
its velocity’s value in the first layer. This distance
is gradually reduced when the difference in
velocities increases. If the wave velocity’s value
of the third layer is five times of its velocity in the
second layer, the distance between the shot-point
and the first geophone required will be less than

Figure 7: Main Relation Between (Velocities of Second and Third Layers V3/V2),
and (Thickness of First and Second Layers and Shortest Distance Between Shot-Point

and First Geophone Can Record Head Waves Xdn/Z)
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twice of the refractive surface’s depth. For three
layer cases the xd can be determined by the next
equation:

Xdn = {-0.144(V3/V2) + 3.1622}. Z ...(E11)

CONCLUSION
When velocities above and below the reflection
surface are equal, Irrespective of layers’ number,
the effective aspect of the distance between
shot-point and first geophone, which can sense
the head waves, is the depth from the surface,
where the waves are created, to the reflection
surface.

When there are minor dissimilarities between
the two velocities of the dividing interface, the
requisite distance between shot-point and the first
geophone, which can detect the arrival head
waves, is larger than in the case of major
dissimilarities between the two velocities. This
distance is continuously increasing if the variance
is stable by increasing the value of the two
velocities.

In the case of two layers, the maximum
distance between the shot-point and the closest
geophone, which can record the refracted head
waves, should not be over nine times of the
thickness of the first layer. This distance is
doubled twice for each layer which is more than
two subsurface layers upper the surface of
refraction. This distance is gradually lessened
with the difference of the increases of velocities.

Not only does the entire penetrated depth rely
on the distance among the shot point, the first
and the last geophones, but also it relies on the
dissimilarities of velocities between the layers.

The results also show that the velocity
differences affect the overall depth resulting from
modeling. It is recommended to develop a

mathematical perception of this effect and test it
in a field.
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